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The purpose is to present library OPAC as a communication genre in its mutability. The paper is based on the idea of OPAC development as a transition to subsequent OPAC generations. Every generation, in the light of genre theory, can be treated as a subgenre with its own communication purpose. As such, it is subject to transformations caused by information technology development. OPAC development is described as an electronic genre transition process, which allows for distinguishing eight OPAC subgenre generations. They were distinguished based on socio-historical development of the genre system and were described according to Shepherd and Watters’ genre development model. These subgenres are then subjected to genres analysis revealing their basic characteristics (purpose, form and functionality). The paper is divided into two parts. Part 1 describes text genre theory and OPAC generations historical development as communication genre. Part 2 is dedicated to OPAC genre analysis.
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Introduction

The library catalog, nowadays functioning almost solely in the form of computer database is very often the subject of research and scientific publications. It is known as OPAC, although the form of the database is not enough for a catalog to be called the OPAC. Library of Congress defined OPAC as “an access tool and resource guide to the collection of a library or libraries, which contains interrelated sets of bibliographic data in machine-readable form and which can be searched interactively on a terminal by users”\(^2\).

One of the new research directions is treating the library catalog as a textual tool of knowledge organization (KO), which is understood here in the narrower meaning of the term, as presented by Hjørland\(^3\). As Andersen writes\(^4\), libraries and their catalogs are communication genres that have been developed historically to support writing and documenting activities. In library, understood as communication hub, the organization and search of texts takes place, which activities are as complicated as other activities related to writing and reading. This means that KO practices interact and affect writing practices, in which different actors use writing to negotiate information-seeking tasks.

In this article we will focus on the historical aspect of the development of OPAC as a communication genre. The historical perspective on library communication practices that Andersen mentioned in the above citation is often under-exposed in library and information science literature. KO includes rhetorical choices of both information users and information organizers (librarians) and the choices are constrained by previous communication practices in earlier versions of library information retrieval (IR) systems. There are questions such as: how did the various text forms of the OPAC interface and catalog record come into use in subsequent OPAC generations/stages? How have the practices of creating and transmitting these forms developed? Have the reasons for these forms changed with the development of information technologies and how? And also, what was the effect of these long communication practices and what was constrained by them?

It seems that the answers to these questions are important because they allow the development of our knowledge of an important element of scientific communication. It is important to obtain a historical perspective on how specific social practices of the KO have influenced communication practices since the 1970s (time of appearance of computer systems in libraries). Many theories of effective KO activities in OPAC are based on relational or transactional models that rarely take into account historical factors at all levels of communication processes in OPAC\(^5\). To properly understand these processes, researchers must
be able to take into account the emergence of policies derived from historical, recursive information retrieval practices.

The huge global reach of these historical practices requires researchers to work out ways of communication development in specific periods. The question arises about the type of this communication which is implemented in libraries. Is it scientific (users point of view) or professional (information professionals) communication? Or maybe, due to the tools used, it is technical communication? In historical research of actual communication practices, the use of such wide disciplinary categories may mask the complexity of historical communication processes. To avoid this problem, Zachry\(^6\) advises to use a research approach using elements of genre theory, especially in its North American variant, to explain the historical development of communication practices over time. This approach takes from the theory of genres a special emphasis on constructing patterns of communication practices (information behaviors) implemented by people in KO processes. In this way subsequent OPAC generations can be understood as evolution of the IR tool in response to changed library patrons’ information needs. In the paper genre analysis methodology will be used to describe OPAC cybergenre transitions in subsequent generations.

Specifically, this approach takes from the theory of genres a focus on the genre knowledge of specialists in the field of KO, who were key people involved in OPAC development. The knowledge was expressed in their statements, published in major books and journals in the field of library and information science. These statements, from 1986-2019, relate to previous practices and typical OPAC narrative forms, enabling research explaining the emergence, reproduction and disappearance of communication practices based on this tool over the past almost 40 years. Based on this material and analysis of the OPAC genre, a description was also made of its communicative purposes of discourse community of their users? How does the analysis of the OPAC genre about its form and functionality contribute in explanation of OPAC development as cybergenre?

The rest of the first part of the paper is organized as follows. The next two sections are explanation of the genre theory and transition process from traditional to electronic genres (cybergenres). Then the OPAC historical development is presented based on professional and scientific literature review, resulted in the distinction of eight OPAC generations. The paper is finished with a summary section.

**Text genre theory**

As Auken\(^7\) writes, in the 1980s has happened the so-called "rhetorical turn in studies of genres". It meant a change in the meaning of the basic, distinctive characteristics of the genre; form of utterance was replaced in this role by its social function (communicative purpose). This means moving away from the understanding of the genre as primarily the content and form included in the utterance to understanding it as a social function of information encoded in this utterance. In this way, to the two characteristics of the genres (the form and content, together constituting the utterance), a third – the function or the purpose of action supported by the genre was added. The adoption of pragmatic point of view related to communication behaviors accompanying every human activity, resulted in treating genres as a class of communication practices\(^8\)-\(^12\).

Carolyn Miller, one of the main promoters of changes in rhetorical studies of genres, has moved it from focusing on the utterances into the direction of greater sensitivity towards their functions. Therefore, she defined a genre as "typical actions based on recurrent rhetorical situations"\(^11\). For her, the notion of genre is essentially a means of the situation and the motives, the intention and the effect. Motive at the level of the genre becomes a conventional social purpose within the recurrent situation. This means genres are treated as communication activities carried out between the author (creator), his/her utterance and the reader (recipient) in a shared space of meaning and action\(^13\). In this way, a genre is a rhetorical means for mediating private intentions and social exigence; it is achieved by combining the private with the public and the unique with the recurrent. It is worth noting that genres understood in this way are usually related to the so-called every day *de facto* (factual) genres, like the letter of recommendation, the user manual, the progress report\(^13\) or the blog\(^14\).

Several years after Miller, John Swales\(^12\) further developed her genre definition and meaning. Swales defines genre as a social and communicative event. In his opinion, a genre comprises a class of
communicative events, the members of which share some set of communicative purposes. Communicative purpose is a privileged criterion defining the genre. These purposes are recognized by the expert members of the discourse community, and thereby constitute the rationale for the genre. This rationale shapes the schematic structure of the discourse and influences (mainly constraints) the choices of content and style.

Swales’ approach to genre is basically functional, and genres are envisaged as social or communicative events. Furthermore, the relationship between the purpose accomplished by a genre and the structure of the genre is such that “the communicative purpose of a genre shapes the genre and provides it with an internal structure—a schematic structure”\textsuperscript{15}. By this definition of genre, Swales tries to establish a relationship between the purpose accomplished by a genre which is shaping it, and the structure of the genre.

Misha Vaughan and Andrew Dillon\textsuperscript{16} provide a definition, which is an extension of Miller’s definition. According to them, the genre is a class of communication events, which are characterized by having a common set of conventions and rules aimed at facilitating interaction of communicating parties by creating and handling (e.g. modification) expectations in the community of creators (authors) and recipients (readers) of information. This definition indicates that the level of uniformity of genre concept in the users’ community can be studied from both – the point of view of the users of its physical manifestation, and from the point of view of the interpretation of its social, historical, and cultural roles. However, apart from socio-cultural aspects of the use of text genres, there are also cognitive factors, the result of which are not only the communication purposes of the community of discourse, but also the cognitive strategies used by community members to achieve considered objectives of the communication\textsuperscript{17}.

**Genre transition over time and new cybergenres**

Genres are not immutable constructs; on the contrary, they are a very dynamic phenomenon. Inherent within the concept of genre itself is the implication that communicative practices exist in historical patterns, same as responses to situations. The reason for this is that genre is a kind of mental schemata, and hence genres change with every new lived experience of their users. They constitute products of knowledge of conventions\textsuperscript{18}. Each new text, created within a genre convention enhances or remodels the genre in some respects, according to the personal knowledge of the information creator. Also, each reader in the transaction of reading transforms their social comprehension (understanding). Genre does not exist without its history, and the history grows with each new text referring to the rules of the genre\textsuperscript{10}. Within all genres, intertexts link individual communicative practice to prior practices. On the other hand, genres must form relatively permanent structures towards their usefulness in the act of communication\textsuperscript{9}. Some cultural aspects, like particular language use, also influence genre diversity\textsuperscript{19}; e.g. German catalog record is somewhat other genre than the English one.

Special interest was paid to transition from traditional (printed) to electronic genres. The latter are sometimes called cybergenres. The term cybergenre was used for the first time by Michael Shepherd and Carolyn Watters. These authors also presented a 4-tier model of cybergenres evolution\textsuperscript{20}. They divided cybergenres into two groups of subgenres, extant and novel. Extant genres are directly derived from existing genres in other media, which have been transferred to digital media. Existence of novel genres is only associated with digital media. Each of these was subdivided into the other two types of genres (see Tab. 1). It is also stated that the new functionality achieved by the genre in a new medium is the result of evolutionary change; functionality refers to the capabilities afforded by a new (electronic) medium\textsuperscript{21}. It can be defined in terms of browsing, searching, email facility, discussion, interaction, online ordering, online enquiring, collaborative computing etc. Genres at the lowest level of the model are treated as successive stages of the evolution of higher-level genres.

**Table 1 — Cybergenre evolution**\textsuperscript{20}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre level</th>
<th>Subgenres</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extant genres</td>
<td><strong>Replicated genres</strong>: exact reproduction of the genre in the new medium; similar content and form, minor changes to functionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extant genres</td>
<td><strong>Variant genres</strong>: increase of functionality, small changes in content and form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel genres</td>
<td><strong>Emergent genres</strong>: treated as a new, significant increase in functionality, new content and form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel genres</td>
<td><strong>Spontaneous genres</strong>: no predecessor in another medium: new form and functionality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Historical transitions of the OPAC cybergenres**

Analysis of the OPAC as communication genre will be presented in part 2 of the paper. This section is
The development of OPAC genres, as well as the evolution of ILS, of which OPAC is a part, is associated with the development of information technology (IT), affecting the functionality of the genre. OPAC is not a homogeneous genre; it embraces many subgenres, which are called generations. Many authors divide the historical development of this genre into subsequent generations, with different genre rules applied, especially their functionalities and communicative purposes supported. Thus, the genre of a library catalog is not a constant construct; on the contrary – it undergoes continuous, though usually evolutionary changes over time. That means the communication genre analysis may allow a description of the variability of this genre.

Authors writing about OPAC generations usually refer to works of Charles Hildreth, who as one of the first divided the OPAC development on several generations. In his paper, published in 1987, he wrote about two generations and the need for next OPAC generation. He called it EOPAC – the enhanced, expanded, and extended OPAC, writing about theoretical system of fundamentally different KO, even changing its ontological status.

The idea of “next OPAC generation” was then repeated by many authors, concerning different emerging IT. Usually the concept appeared, when the authors came to the conclusion that the OPAC of current generation was no longer working appropriately, especially from its users’ point of view. This meant that new communication purposes had emerged forcing modification of the existing OPAC genre towards creating a new one. Eight genres can be distinguished based on the genre knowledge of these authors represented in their publications describing the OPAC evolution in subsequent subgenres.

The evolution of the OPAC subgenres, reflected in changes in the applied genre properties (purpose, form, functionality) are presented below. Only part of the genre groups and their transactions are included in the following OPAC genre historical analysis and resulting generations’ list. First of all, the genres of catalog record, system interface and user’s request were considered as the most typical ones for OPAC genre. They are all strongly related to each other, which makes their description difficult. Other genre groups that function in the OPAC “background”, in the sense that they are usually invisible to the library patrons, have been omitted. All dates concerning the appearance of subsequent OPAC generations are indicative and concern developed Western countries.
**First OPAC generation (I)**. OPACs of the first generation, created at the turn of the 1970s and 1980s, were mainly used to search for previously known items according to a limited number of basic metadata attributes, such as author, title, and call number or possibly subject headings (as a phrase). There were no authority files. Options of search transaction were limited to entering strict search phrase, as it required character-by-character matching between user query and the OPAC record. The search transactions were single – they were not modifiable based on previous search results. The OPAC system was directed by commands entered from the keyboard.

The first generation OPACs were usually based on unique, customized solutions implemented in libraries for their own use. The first commercial suppliers of ILS with OPAC as its integral part appeared after 1978. Two directions of development prevailed. The creators of the first OPACs tried to make them functionally and even visually card catalogs alike. Imitating the navigational structure of card catalogs was not a simple task. Attempts to accomplish it have sometimes had interesting results, like uniform titles application, which was employed many years later in FRBR (see generation VII, below). The solutions known from interfaces used in database systems, mainly the most popular, like Dialog and BRS were also replicated.

The **second generation (II)**, which appeared at the end of the 1980s, was based on solutions offered by commercial suppliers, providing integrated systems (ILS) for library management. The combination of search model known from the card catalog and the functionality of bibliographic databases was still popular. Possibility to search by subject headings (with controlled vocabulary) or keywords from titles and other fields was added, as well as new mechanisms for request construction, like the use of Boolean expressions. This last innovation allowed for advanced search by combinations of attributes of different kinds, like keywords with classification symbols, which is also the result of the new option of limiting the search to selected fields of the record.

Some of the catalogs offered the function of selecting the record display mode (e.g. short, medium, full), and user interface support level (e.g. a differently designed dialog for a novice or experienced user, more error messages). Browsing facilities were added as well. Catalogs have become available via telnet. OPAC has been connected to the circulation module, which gave the opportunity for new transactions, e.g. enabled users get to know the availability status of retrieved documents.

The disadvantages were frequent search errors, poor user assistance in problem solving, problems with using retrieval language vocabularies, and poor organization of large response sets. OPAC was confined to one form of documents – monographs. The second generation is characterized by an increase in support of the user’s action of information retrieval, but still poor functionality of OPAC.

Hildreth summarized the features of the II generation OPAC as:
- subject access,
- keyword access,
- boolean searching,
- index term browsing,
- shelf list review
- full standard bibliographic records,
- multiple display formats,
- two or more dialog modes,
- interactive search refinement,
- search results display or print manipulation,
- help facility, context-sensitive
- informative error messages
- action and “how to” option prompts
- search term approximate match routines.

All the improvements have greatly affected the cataloging process.

The **third generation (III)** of OPAC, in operation since 1996, was supposed to prevent problems typical for earlier generations by the use of new interface techniques and search tools. New, controlled and uncontrolled OPAC record access points as well as spelling control of the user request were added. Searched results begun to be ranked by relevance.

OPAC contained metadata not only about books but also other communication genres, like journals, audiovisual and electronic documents. Circulation module was significantly developed for functionalities like orders and loan control, specific data on localization and a list of copies owned by library. The user interface was based on menu system leading to data displayed in windows and graphic form (icons). Differentiation for transactions of searches a known item and a subject was the base for differentiation of user’s dialog design. The model for ILS and its OPAC was increasingly client-server architecture and the catalog was accessible remotely on the Internet. At the same time, users lost direct librarian support.
Hildreth\textsuperscript{31} described new III\textsuperscript{rd} generation functionalities (in addition to that of II\textsuperscript{nd} generation) as:

- natural language query expressions,
- automatic term conversion/matching aids,
- non-Boolean retrieval techniques, e.g. best-match retrieval,
- ranked retrieval output,
- relevance feedback methods
- intelligent navigation aids,
- integration of keyword, controlled vocabulary, and classification-based search approaches,
- expanded coverage and scope,
- extended access range via linkages and networks.

Tedd\textsuperscript{22} has added several functionalities, as:

- acceptance of search expressions in ordinary language, with facilities for using a dictionary to provide for abbreviations, synonyms or spelling variants,
- context-dependent automatic help,
- using terms from relevant records retrieved to enhance the search strategy.

Hildreth, in his papers from the 1990s proposed some improvements he named next generation, like extended OPAC\textsuperscript{37} or WebPAC\textsuperscript{38}. Guha and Saraf\textsuperscript{42} suggested the new Web-based OPAC generation emerged during the late 1990s. Web OPAC as the next generation was pointed by Behesthi\textsuperscript{34} as well, who proposed some features of fourth generation (IV) OPAC.

The fourth generation is characterized by the use of many tools typical for the Web, such as the graphical user interface (GUI),\textsuperscript{43} sharing resources using the Z39.50 protocol (transaction of the so-called integrated search),\textsuperscript{44} using hypertext (links) and the ability to process metadata in various formats (for example, MARC and Dublin Core) imported from various sources.

The help functions could be implemented in the form of a chat. Metadata records contained links to multimedia and full-text objects. Links to external databases were used. Cover images, abstracts, tables of contents complemented typical catalog records. Users had the possibility to use interface options, like simple and complex search. Design of OPAC interfaces was influenced by technological changes caused by microcomputers and emergence of Internet.

Babu and O’Brien\textsuperscript{45}, in addition to features of previous generations, summarized the features of Web OPACs as:

- graphical user interface (GUI),
- availability of hypertext links through bibliographic records,
- emulation of search engines in terms of appearance and search features,
- availability of full-text,
- one interface to search all electronic information.

Husain and Ansari\textsuperscript{46} have added:

- links to circulation files, reference help etc.
- information about community events.

Despite all these innovations, OPACs of the generation were designed to meet the goals described by Cutter yet. Just like in card catalogs, the main attributes for information retrieval were title, author, and subject headings. OPAC was designed for users who know these metadata elements before starting the search transaction. The presentation format of the metadata record still resembled a catalog card.

After 2000 new functionalities of OPAC were the reason for the next OPAC generation, or the next generation catalog (NGC) descriptions. It was understood differently depending on technological possibilities. For example, Antelman, Lynema and Pace\textsuperscript{47} proposed abandoning Boolean algebra to query formulation in favor of partial-match techniques, like probabilistic and vector-based techniques, used in ILS like Okapi or Endeca.

The so-called OPAC 2.0 is treated as the next (V) generation OPAC. Some authors, like Wilson\textsuperscript{48} and Mercun with Žumer\textsuperscript{49} or Jetty, Jain and Hopkinson\textsuperscript{50} understood OPAC 2.0 as a place of collaboration and participation and indicated as important improvement in OPAC development. It is an extension of Web 2.0 enabling integration of the library OPAC with CMS (Content Management System), which significantly increases the user's interface transaction capabilities; it allows users to add their own tags, scores and opinions on materials in library collections, export records in the selected description style\textsuperscript{51}. This term has been used since 2005.

Data input by one user are accessible and retrievable for all other users; this is why OPAC 2.0 is often called a social application. However, the similarities often remain superficial. OPAC functionality is supplemented with the possibility of Web 2.0 services, like user participation, feedback, social networks etc. In addition, users can customize the interface of the catalog, save search results, order and prolong items and pay fees. RSS provides information about new acquisitions. All the features
mentioned are an attempt to adapt the rules of the OPAC genre to the rules known to the users from other Web applications. It is a constant tendency noticeable in the previous and subsequent stages of the OPAC genre development. On the other hand, the most important feature of ILS that can be called ‘discoverability’ is designed differently in OPAC than in social systems such as e.g. LibraryThing or LinkedIn (e.g. dissimilarities in the recommender systems, search criteria, and algorithms).

The newer proposals for OPAC 2.0 and generally library 2.0 go beyond the usual use of Web 2.0 services. A new perspective on OPAC functionalities is proposed by limiting barriers to access to information, taking into account usability and interoperability, ensuring the flexibility of ILS and their OPAC. Metadata come from many sources and relate to various document genres, including the electronic ones. The most important element of the library system is the user and their information needs met by transactions with OPAC.

The Web-scale discovery (WSD) systems begun to be treated as the next (VI) OPAC generation at the turn of the first and second decades of the 21st century. The discovery system allows managing the library resources in the unified way regardless of the resource format and location, and its architecture is no longer service oriented. It is the new interface often independent of the underlying ILS, providing additional functionality. Such a system is a part of the library next generation OPAC, which possesses some additional features, like faceted navigation and relevance-ranked search results. Library catalog began to be treated as identifiable web-based orientation service of search and discovery.

WSD System, provided by many library software providers since 2009, is a dedicated discovery layer that provides access to many (preferably all) electronic library resources (to their metadata and/or full-texts) through a single interface and single, integrated index. Search results provide direct, full-text access to documents in electronic form if accessible by the library. OPAC’s search interface and transactions realized with its use resembles those carried out by search engines (simple keyword search box). Also metadata display is maximally simplified. Its development is a manifestation of the desire to centralize transactions of retrieval and circulation by OPAC genre, what is perceived as effective by users.

Search results include metadata from OPAC and databases purchased by library, repositories and digital libraries and other available sources, paid and open, and interfaces with OpenURL resolvers such as SFX. It means that book and journal metadata is displayed in one list with book chapter and journal content metadata. Weights are assigned to search results based on metadata of different document genres, to determine their relevance. New browsing capabilities are added, like faceted navigation. Yang and Hofmann summarized the features as:

- single point of entry for all library resources,
- state-of-the-art web interface,
- enriched content,
- faceted navigation,
- simple keyword search box with a link to advanced search on every page,
- relevancy ranking,
- spell checking,
- recommendations/related materials,
- user contribution (e.g. tagging, ratings and reviews)
- RSS feeds,
- integration with social networking sites
- persistent links.

It is easy to see that some features have been taken over from previous generations, mostly the Vth one.

The designers of these systems meet the users’ information goals, their genre features are self-service (in the direction of self-sufficiency), ensuring satisfaction, and interface imitated internet sites like Google and Amazon. These goals are achieved by modifying the OPAC features, its interface, search options, and modes of displaying results (e.g., tag cloud). As a result, the OPAC user activity is also changed; it is called information discovery rather than information retrieval. Information discovery is more like information browsing or navigating, as for the Internet resources. This often means using the same communication genres (like e.g. interfaces) in similar KO activities offered by libraries and websites mentioned and alike. These trends are continued in the next generations of OPAC.

Parallel to the previous two generations there were also library catalogs built on the principles of the FRBR model and its derivatives, mainly FRBR-LRM and BIBFRAME replacing the ideas of AACR2. The new cataloging rules (record creation), mainly RDA, are adapted to these models. Naun considered that after OPAC 2.0 catalog based on
FRBR and RDA rules need to be treated as next OPAC generation. It most important purpose is a better presentation of bibliographic relations and stronger support for user tasks, mainly access, by improvement of the user interactions with metadata. The other purpose is simplification of the standard and its adaptation to the rules prevailing in the global information ecosystem.

Changes must also affect ILS, their algorithms and user interfaces to ensure users can achieve the goals of their interactions with bibliographic information and ILS as a whole. Due to the proper structuration of metadata record, allowing demonstration of the relationships between bibliographic items, it is possible to return to transactions available in former catalogs in book form. Relations indicate the connections between the work and its expressions and manifestations on the one hand and between related works on the other. For this reason, the model is most useful for works with extensive relationships, many editions, translations, derivatives, etc. This is in contrast to the previous approach of cataloging based mainly on the manifestation. This means that computer technology has brought back the best solutions (interfaces and metadata structures) from previously used communication technologies in libraries.

A lot of researches have been carried out indicating the benefits of taking hierarchy of bibliographic items into account, like allowing enhanced search, easier browsing and advanced navigation, especially in a networked environment. The implementation of FRBR supports also the creation of not only simple bibliographic structures, but also more complex structures, such as existing in music works, serials and electronic resources.

**OPAC in cloud computing**, especially linked data technology (also known as Linked Open Data, LOD), is treated as the last “next catalog generation” (VIII) to date. This technology includes a set of good practices and rules for interlinking machine-readable data sets using URLs and the RDF metadata schema to display, disseminate and merge data in a Web environment. Although this technology was created for all information processing applications, it is very interesting for library metadata. Library LOD is any library data describing resources or supporting their discoverability and expressed in LOD standards. Here standards of VII generation, like BIBFRAME and RDA are in use.

Simply moving the catalog to the cloud already causes significant changes in transactions carried out with it, especially from the librarian point of view. The latest solutions related to the Semantic Web not only provide the transfer of communication genres to the cloud, but more importantly, causes the conversion of their content to the RDF syntax with unique identification of metadata elements, which can help integrate library resources with other resources on the Web. This applies not only to metadata records, but also to all vocabulary genres (including ontologies) that play a new, even more important role. The result is a change in metadata genre functionality. The before closed record, constituting a functional whole, becomes self-functioning metadata subgenres set with its own meaning and combined with relationships going far beyond what OPAC has allowed before.

For the first time, the dichotomy between such genres as metadata record and controlled vocabulary (access points) and even between information and metadata genres has been eliminated. Such a catalog for the first time allows OPAC to completely move away beyond the closed environment of the library KO and become involved in the activities of KO in an open Web environment. This means that metadata is not only computer-processed but also computer-interpreted. The role of metadata discovery and dissemination is growing at the expense of traditional information retrieval. This direction brings the metadata closer to big data solutions.

This brief summary of the historical development of OPAC as the subsequent generations of this genre, which may be considered its subgenres, indicates that in working OPACs features of many generations are usually combined. The evolution of OPAC consists between others in choosing good ideas of past generations and keeping them in next generations combined with new functionalities. The same mechanism will probably work in the same way in the future. This is why the list presented above is not closed. But such a chronological enumeration is only the beginning of the analysis. There are some important questions not answered yet, like: What has forced such a development directions but not another? What is the main feature determining the distinction of subsequent OPAC generations (subgenres)? Are technological reasons or users’ needs more important in this respect? To find the answers to these questions we will use the genre analysis methodology, with results described in part 2 of the paper.
Conclusions to Part 1

The above presentation of OPAC cybergenres, in the historical development and in the process of its emancipation from a strict institutional framework to global network environment, may serve as an example of the application of the genre theory in the study of detailed solutions in the field of KO. This research approach brings many benefits compared to more traditional methods. In particular, its advantages are visible in two aspects. Firstly, the use of genre knowledge allows integration of perspectives related to the determinants affecting the KO and the effects of the use of genres in these processes (such as the parent genre – OPAC with the primary communication purpose, and its subgenres – individual OPAC generations distinguished for having separate specific purposes). Secondly, it allows the separation of the OPAC physical carrier and software platform from its genre features.

The historical development of OPAC is an example of digital genres transition from very poor electronic copy of its analog predecessor to turning OPAC into universal library itself. Next step was connecting local KO centers into one universally connected system. The last step (as for today) is including the separation of the OPAC physical carrier and software platform from its genre features. The second part of the paper will describe library OPAC understood as electronic communication genre. Then it will discuss results of OPAC subgenres analysis in their historical development of form, content and communicative purposes as three distinctive genre features.
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